
Premium Power Solutions for Mobile Devices 

Exciting news from
the ENBLUE Design center

and more

 EVOLUS 3 DUO, EVOLUS MBC, EVLOUS 3 Lightning Module, SMARTOO

 

Great things are happening at Enblue

First of all, today we are celebrating the exciting product preview for 2017 and the

launch of EVOLUS 3 DUO, for iPhone and iPad. Currently, we offer a special 15%

discount at our online shops, for a very limited time.

A great opportunity to get another unit, or for members of your family who do

not own the Apple Watch. Great as well for giving a gift to someone special. Easter is

around:). Please refer this to your friends. Just enter code SPRING15 at checkout 



Check it out

Shop Now

EVOLUS DUO - now in our shops

For those of you who don`t own an Apple Watch, but like the EVOLUS concept,

 EVOLUS DUO has arrived. It offers two external USB ports and a large storage for

your keys or earphones. And you can upgrade later and buy optional modules

 New! EVOLUS
DUO 

The perfect place to charge

and dock your iPhone and

iPad. MFI lightning

adapters included. And you

you can add modules later

Get 15% off now, enter

code SPRING15 at

checkout

 

http://www.us.enbluetec.com/
http://www.us.enbluetec.com/
http://www.us.enbluetec.com/


EVOLUS 3 DUO 

EVOLUS DUO will be the base of the 

EVOLUS system. 

You will get great storage space for

your day to day stuff. The bottom of the

storage area has a removable soft

 layer. Upgrading later to an Apple

Watch charging Dock (will be sold

separate) or the new lightning module

(Summer 2017) can be done quickly by

simple plug and play

One advantage of the modular build

EVOLUS system is, that you will be able

to change the adapters. This will allow

you to buy (coming soon) USB-C and

reverse Micro USB adapters to charge

other other brands, or your Mophie

case combination 

And we can react quickly on any market

changes

Yes, we would be ready the next day if

Apple changes the lightning adapter to

USB-C for iPhone 8,  but we believe,

they won`t:)

The Integration/upgrade of wireless

charging adapters will be another

option we are working on

All advantages of the EVOLUS system

 are included with your purchase. We

want to give you maximum value in

return. You will invest into a future

 

http://www.us.enbluetec.com/


proven docking system

 Future Proven

  

Shop Now

EVOLUS MBC 

You are operating a hotel, a restaurant,

or a service point. Every guest has a

cellphone, every cellphone requires to

be charged. 

Add value to your hospitality and offer

your guests a unique and robust

docking station for their smart devices,

 

http://www.us.enbluetec.com/
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suitable for charging all brands

Our new EVOLUS MBC series will for

sure leave another positive impression

of your business

We can do as well customized versions

in any material and colors you like.

Certain MOQ`s need to be met.

Contact us for an individual offer

 Charging any Brand

 Adjustable Adapters,
Leave cases On

Autumn 2017

 

 

 



Expand the Possibilities with the
new EVOLUS Lightning Dock 

(Coming Summer 2017)

Variety

Here are just some possible

configurations. Charge your Apple

Pencil or your Apple TV remote.

Simply organize all your smart

devices in a clean and stylish way

 
Creativity
Soon, we will offer a  single

EVLOLUS Lightning Dock, with an

MFI lightning adapter included, for

separate purchase 

Of course, It will fit to the EVOLUS

system

Flexibility

The EVOLUS Lightning

Dock can replace  the EVOLUS 3

Apple Watch Dock. It can be used

as well as add-on, charged directly

through the external USB ports of

EVOLUS. You can also add another

EVOLUS Apple Watch Dock. You

decide!



 

Possibility

Discover! Tell us, what would you

like to see here? May be a Fitbit

module? We will listen for sure

 
Modularity

The EVOLUS concept is based on a

modular system, premium quality

combined with

maximum Flexibility

To be continued :)

 Travel Case



SMARTOO
Turn your suitcase into
a smart travel desk

What a day! Traveling 24/7, flight delay,

working on your urgent presentation,

your laptop is resting with its full weight

on your knees and in addition, your

smartphone runs out of battery...

Sounds familiar? Well, that will change

soon for good. SMARTOO turns

your suitcase into a convenient mobile

The unique module

integration of EVOLUS has

another advantage

Take the Dock

modules with you when

traveling.

The Apple Watch

Dock even allows to create

a dual stand to dock the

iPhone when on the go

*Completely sold out at the

moment, back in stock in 6

weeks

http://www.us.enbluetec.com/


smart desk. We are soo excited about

SMARTOO. On the CES, we presented

a prototype and received a lot of

compliments. Please support our

upcoming Kickstarter

 Foldable and lightweight

 Fits to any two handle
suitcase

 Integrated, removable
power bank

 Integrated stand for smart
phone and tablets

 Quick on and off

ENBLUE at
the CES Las Vegas

First time on the real one. We really had

fun and talked to a lot of very

interesting people

Lots of great business connections.

Coming Soon on Kickstarter
 Learn more

and watch
Video

 

http://www.smartoodesk.com/
http://www.smartoodesk.com/


Visitors loved the design of the EVOLUS

concept

Already signed up for  the next CES in

January 2108. See You in Las Vegas

Going Global

 



Besides our two online stores in the US

and in Germany, we are expanding

globally with our distribution partners.

 You will soon find ENBLUE products in

local stores in the US, Canada, France,

Austria, East-Europe, Spain, The Middle-

East, Turkey, Israel and even in Mexico

and Latin America. More will be added

frequently

And we are very pleased to introduce

our latest member of the ENBLUE

famlily. Our partnership with DISCOVER

in Tokyo will provide local service to our

customers in Japan. Talking Japanese

language of cause (we simply gave up

on learning :))

Discover Japan

In touch with ENBLUE 

We always love to hear from you. New Ideas, suggestions, and comments from our

customers are highly appreciated and an important part of our mission to create

user-friendly and premium products. And even if you are an investor and would

consider to invest into  an interesting and growing company...happy to talk to you:) 

https://dis-cover.jp/project/view/288


 

Enblue Technology USA, Inc.,

4344 Philips Highway

Jacksonville, FL 32207, USA

904-‐654-‐3058
service-us@enbluetec.com

Enblue Technology GmbH

Robert-Bosch-Str.1

52525 Heinsberg, Germany

+49 2452 98888 34

service-eu@enbluetec.com

 ENBLUE

Enblue develops and manufactures

 innovative charging solutions for

mobile devices. Our producs are user

friendly and of premium quality
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